
8.1 (Matchings) Lecture 18

Last time: For a a graph G “ pV ,Eq, we defined:

(1) The independence number ↵pGq is the size of a largest independent set in G.

(2) The edge-independence number ↵ 1pGq is the size of a largest matching in G.

(3) A vertex-cover of G is a subset U Ä V such that every edge of G has at least one end-point in U.

The vertex-covering number �pGq is the size of a smallest vertex-cover of G.

(4) An edge-cover of G is a subset S Ä E so that every vertex of G is incident to at least one edge in S.

The edge-covering number � 1pGq is the size of a smallest edge-cover of G.

Example.
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Today:

‚ ↵ 1pGq § �pGq § 2↵ 1pGq for any graph.

‚ ↵ 1pGq “ �pGq if G is bipartite.

‚ ↵ 1pGq ` � 1pGq “ |VpGq| if G has no isolated vertices.

‚ ↵pGq ` �pGq “ |VpGq| for any graph (homework).
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Theorem. For any graph G we have ↵ 1pGq § �pGq § 2↵ 1pGq.

Note: It is possible that �pGq “ 2↵ 1pGq, just take G “ Kn with n odd.

Next: ↵ 1pGq “ �pGq is also possible.
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6=(VE)

Por:LetMCE denote a maximum matching, so x(6)=1M1.

(B =2x) LeT c =V denote the setofendpoints ofedgesin

Then 1C =2/M1 (by definition of maching)
Also, a must be a vertexcover, otherwise There is ecE

with both endpoints notin C. Then Muley is also

amaching, contradicts maximality ofM.

Hence P(0) =(c =21M1=2 [(6).

KEB) LeTC av denote a minimum verter
cover, so B(0) = (d)

Then each ecM has atleastone endpoint
in C, and These

endpoints are distinct. Thus IMIEK, ie. ((6)=B(G).

BiparTite! *
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Theorem (König’s Theorem). If G is a bipartite graph, then ↵ 1pGq “ �pGq. In other words, for bipartite
graphs, the size of a maximum matching is equal to the size of a smallest vertex-cover.
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LetG'graph, X. nonadjacent
vertices. Then!Recall:Menger's Thi: -y paths.Iminimum xy Separating set 1:
Maximum # of internally disjoint

Proof:(Sketch) LeT O bipartite with parts 0, W.

Define 6 by adding
two vertices x.Y To 6, and edges
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Then

1) Amatching in G corresponds to a setof internally disjoint

x-y path in G

2) Avertexcover in a corresponds to an x-y
cutin 61.

Thus p(0) = (minimum vertexcover for ol

(2)I minimum x-y
cutin al

Mengork*-maximum # of internally disjoint-y
paths ins

f) maximum # of edges in a matching of C.

- a'(0).
-

E
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Lemma. Let G “ pV ,Eq be a graph with no isolated vertices. If S Ä E is a minimum edge-cover of G, then
pV ,Sq is a forest with no isolated vertices.
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-> Graph with nocycles (i.e. disjointunion ofTrees)-

Roof:First:no isolated vertices in (V,S). Since Sis an

edge-cover, all
vertices in V are incidentto someedge in S.L

second:Assume for a
contradiction (V.S) contains a cycle.

say (V, V2. ---, VK, ve) in (V,S),
k =3

Let e=4VzES. Then S-he/ is also an edge-cover of 6:

Since in is covered by VI
- Schel

Ve is covered by V2V3 ES-he)

Thus (V,s) contains no cycles ⑰
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Theorem (8.7). If G is a graph on n vertices none of which is isolated, then ↵ 1pGq ` � 1pGq “ n.
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-6 =(V,E)

Idea:X+B' In, C'tBEn

1) min. edge-covers , some matching M =) x' =n -B
15) =B' with IM1 In-15/ =>) x+B'n

??
2) max. matching-some edge

covers =>B'=n -d

IM1 =x with ISIEn-1M) d=n

Proof (ct =n). LetM maximum matching, so IM1 =11

LetALU Set ofendpoints ofM, let B
=V- A

Now, for each beB (non isolated) choose some edge etE

incidentjob, thus edM Idef." ofB). Theseedges form

a set S CEM with ISI=IB) which coversB



Since V =A 4B, we see thatMLS is an edge-cover
covered bytm is covered by s 1B1 =n -1A) =n- 2x)

↓
Thus (0) =(M4s) =(M1 + 1s)

=d(0) +(S) =d(a) +1B)
=x(0) +n - zx/(0)

Hence x'(0) +B's) =n =n -x(z)

(x+4=n) LeT SIEminimum edge-cover, so (s)
=P'(6)

By Lemma, (V,s) is a porest, with no isolated vertices

LetGy,--, or denote the components
of (V,S)

Reell:(VS) has n-kedges (IS)=1V-#components)
thusIs)=n-K. Since no verterin (V,s) is isolated,we

select one edge in 6,for
each G, andThis gives a matching

Min C with (M) =k. Thus do)+(o)((M1 +B((0) =n

::e:a(s) +B(6) In R =(M1 +15) =k+(n-x)
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Theorem (8.8). If G is a graph on n vertices, then ↵pGq ` �pGq “ n.

Example. Compute ↵pPq and �pPq where P is the Petersen graph.
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Next: a nice consequence of Hall’s theorem.

Theorem. Let G be a bipartite graph with parts U,W such that |U| § |W|. Assume that G has no isolated
vertices and that degu • degw whenever u P U and w P W are such that uw P EpGq. Then G has a
matching which saturates U.
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(Thus c =(r))

Dof:can verify Hall's condition:(N(s)/IIs) *PASEU.
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